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Behandelt de aspecten voor het ontwerpen en uitvoeren van funderingen.
With 1901/1910-1956/1960 Repertoium is bound: Brinkman's Titel-catalohus van de gedurende 1901/1910-1956/1960
(Title varies slightly).
Behandelt de basiskennis van de uitvoeringstechniek, inclusief de inrichting van de bouwplaats. Het boek laat de
uitvoeringsaspecten zien van wat besproken wordt in de reeksen Bouwtechniek en Bouwmethoden. Gaat o.a. in op
uitvoeren onderbouw; uitvoeren casco bij woningbouw; uitvoeren skelet bij utiliteitsbouw; uitvoeren gevels; uitvoeren
daken; uitvoeren draagconstructie bij hoogbouw.
Voorts een alphabetische lijst van Nederlandsche boeken in België uitgegeven.
How to adapt existing building stock is a problem being addressed by local and state governments worldwide. In most
developed countries we now spend more on building adaptation than on new construction and there is an urgent need for
greater knowledge and awareness of what happens to commercial buildings over time. Sustainable Building Adaptation:
innovations in decision-making is a significant contribution to understanding best practice in sustainable adaptations to
existing commercial buildings by offering new knowledge-based theoretical and practical insights. Models used are
grounded in results of case studies conducted within three collaborative construction project team settings in Australia
and the Netherlands, and exemplars are drawn from the Americas, Asia, Japan, Korea and Europe to demonstrate the
application of the knowledge more broadly. Results clearly demonstrate that the new models can assist with informed
decision-making in adaptation that challenges some of the prevailing solutions based on empirical approaches and which
do not accommodate the sustainability dimension. The emphasis is on demonstrating how the new knowledge can be
applied by practitioners to deliver professionally relevant outcomes. The book offers guidance towards a balanced
approach that incorporates sustainable and optimal approaches for effective management of sustainable adaptation of
existing commercial buildings.
Deze opvolger van Jellema deel 13 Beheren richt zich op het waarborgen van een duurzame instandhouding van
vastgoed. Centraal hierin staat het totale beheer- en onderhoudsproces dat voortvloeit uit de vastgoedstrategie van
organisaties.
Design occurs in a rich social context where the effectiveness and efficiency of social interaction and collective performance are key to
successful outcomes. Increasingly, design is being explored and developed as a collective, collaborative, participatory, and even community
process. The heightened recognition of designing as a social process has stimulated interest in collaborative design. This book contains the
proceedings of the international conference "CoDesigning 2000" held in Coventry, England, September 2000. During this meeting exponents
from a wide range of design domains came together to present and discuss perspectives on and new knowledge and understanding of
collaborative design, and the evidence for enhanced design performance through collaboration. Within this volume different motivations for,
conceptions of, and findings about collaborative design are addressed in 50 contributions by different research groups. Structured into 6
sections according to the main fields of interest, it provides a survey of the state of scientifically based knowledge and trends emerging from
collaborative design research and their implications for a wide range of domains.
Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories brings together the papers presented at the Sixth International Congress on Construction History
(6ICCH, Brussels, Belgium, 9-13 July 2018). The contributions present the latest research in the field of construction history, covering themes
such as: - Building actors - Building materials - The process of building - Structural theory and analysis - Building services and techniques Socio-cultural aspects - Knowledge transfer - The discipline of Construction History The papers cover various types of buildings and
structures, from ancient times to the 21st century, from all over the world. In addition, thematic papers address specific themes and highlight
new directions in construction history research, fostering transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration. Building Knowledge, Constructing
Histories is a must-have for academics, scientists, building conservators, architects, historians, engineers, designers, contractors and other
professionals involved or interested in the field of construction history.
Winner of the Choice Outstanding Academic Titles of 2010 award. Ensuring that buildings are healthy and comfortable for their occupants is
a primary concern of all architects and building engineers. This highly practical handbook will help make that process more efficient and
effective. It begins with a guide to how the human body and senses react to different indoor environmental conditions, together with basic
information on the parameters of the indoor environment and problems that can occur. It then moves on to give a background to the
development of the study and control of the indoor environment, examining the main considerations (including thermal, lighting, indoor air and
sound-related aspects) for a healthy and comfortable indoor environment and discussing the drivers for change in the field. The final section
presents a new approach towards health and comfort in the indoor environment, where meeting the wishes and demands of the occupants
with a holistic strategy becomes the over-riding priority. The book is filled with useful facts, figures and analysis, and practical methods that
designers who are keen to assess and improve the user experience of their buildings will find invaluable.

De bouwtechnische aspecten van gevelopeningen.
Building Knowledge, Constructing Histories brings together the papers presented at the Sixth International Congress on
Construction History (6ICCH, Brussels, Belgium, 9-13 July 2018). The contributions present the latest research in the
field of construction history, covering themes such as: - Building actors - Building materials - The process of building Structural theory and analysis - Building services and techniques - Socio-cultural aspects - Knowledge transfer - The
discipline of Construction History The papers cover various types of buildings and structures, from ancient times to the
21st century, from all over the world. In addition, thematic papers address specific themes and highlight new directions in
construction history research, fostering transnational and interdisciplinary collaboration. Building Knowledge,
Constructing Histories is a must-have for academics, scientists, building conservators, architects, historians, engineers,
designers, contractors and other professionals involved or interested in the field of construction history. This is volume 1
of the book set.
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